Characterizing the Motion of Jointed DNA Nanostructures Using a Coarse-Grained Model.
As detailed structural characterizations of large complex DNA nanostructures are hard to obtain experimentally, particularly if they have substantial flexibility, coarse-grained modeling can potentially provide an important complementary role. Such modeling can provide a detailed view of both the average structure and the structural fluctuations, as well as providing insight into how the nanostructure's design determines its structural properties. Here, we present a case study of jointed DNA nanostructures using the oxDNA model. In particular, we consider archetypal hinge and sliding joints, as well as more complex structures involving a number of such coupled joints. Our results highlight how the nature of the motion in these structures can sensitively depend on the precise details of the joints. Furthermore, the generally good agreement with experiments illustrates the power of this approach and suggests the use of such modeling to prescreen the properties of putative designs.